Abstract -In this paper, we propose a generalised minimum queuing delay (GMQD) service discipline for high speed networks, mainly asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks. This proposed scheme is similar to service disciplines based on fair queuing, but instead of using only a single service rate for each session for its entire connection lifetime, multiple service rates are used. The service rate of any session at any point in time is computed efficiently based on the number of bits backlogged in the queues of the session and another imaginary reference session at that point in time. The main advantage of this scheme is that the queuing delays suffered by all the sessions connected to a single output node are minimised, leading to a smaller delay variation. In addition, this smaller delay variation also implies a smaller variance in the maximum queue length, thereby, reducing the possibility of buffer overflow.
INTRODUCTION
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a high-speed packet switching technology for the broadband integrated services digital network (B-ISDN) in which various kinds of communication services such as voice, video and data are transmitted over high-speed links.
One of the major attractions of ATM networks is its ability to exploit the multiplexing gains of packet switching while providing quality of service (QoS) guarantees, like cell loss ratio (CLR), maximum cell transfer delay (maxCTD) and peak-to-peak cell delay variation (CDV). A number of service classes [ I ] such as constant bit rate (CBR), real-time variable bit rate (rt-VBR), non-real-time variable bit rate (nrt-VBR), unspecified bit rate (UBR) and available bit rate (ABR) have been proposed to realise this goal. At the heart of these architectures is a need for an efficient service policy that can be used to allocate bandwidth to competing connections at the switching nodes. The manner in which multiplexing is performed has a profound effect on what service guarantees are provided and to what extent the multiplexing gain is exploited.
Recently, rate-based service disciplines such as generalised processor sharing (GPS) [2, 31 and various forms of fair queuing [4, 5, 6, 7, 81 have received a lot of attention. In these service disciplines, each session is assigned a nominal buffer length and service rate during call set-up, which is fixed for the entire connection lifetime. With a fix service rate, a minimum throughput can be guaranteed for all sessions.
Nevertheless, one difficulty of using these rate-based service disciplines is the problem of determining a nominal service rate for a new session during its call set-up phase. If traffic sources are leaky bucket constrained, a bound for the end-to-end network delay can be derived. With this bound, we can then determine a suitable service rate that can meet the required end-to-end delay bound. In other words, a call admission control (CAC) algorithm based on this method can be formulated. However, the service rate obtained using this method normally results in low bandwidth utilisation when there are no ABR sessions.
Furthermore, as the service rate assigned to each session is fixed for its entire connection lifetime, it is possible that during a short interval of time, a burst in traffic may occur in one of the sessions. During this burst in traffic, the queuing delay for that session will be worse than other sessions connected to the same output node. Therefore, it will be more desirable to have an adaptive service discipline that can achieve a smaller delay variance for all connected sessions. Specifically, when there is a burst in the traffic for any session, we want the scheduler to be able to adapt quickly so that the delays suffered by all the connected sessions are proportional to their relative delay tolerances.
In this paper, we propose a service discipline that attempts to minimise the total queuing delays suffered by all the sessions connected to a single output node based on the relative queuing delay tolerance of each session. A general algorithm for high-speed networks will be derived first, before we restrict ourselves to ATM networks.
Let there be N sessions connected to a single output node that is characterised by N positive real numbers, subject to the constraint that the sum of service rates are equal to the bandwidth of the output node. Solving the above objective equation will result in a simple relation given by
A more detailed explanation of how the above relation is obtained will be shown later in Section 111.
For the purpose of timestamp calculation, we can replace session 1 by an imaginary reference session. By fixing the W, (J and Q(t) of this imaginary session at 1 for all times, we will obtain the simple equation (3) which can be used in the timestamp calculation of any ratebased service discipline.
GMQD is superior in a few ways. Firstly, each session's service rate is varied according to the number of bits backlogged in its queue, such that the total queuing delay for all the sessions are minimised based on each session's relative delay tolerance. A session with bursty traffic can have good delay performance without reserving a high bandwidth for the lifetime of the entire session. As the number of bits backlogged in each session's buffer is directly related to the arrival rate of each session, a smaller delay variation also implies a smaller queue length variance. Another advantage of GMQD is that the problem of determining a nominal service rate for a new session during call set-up phase no longer exist, since this adaptive algorithm will find its own optimal service rate. Finally, GMQD is not a method to calculate the virtual time, but a method to find the optimal service rate under different session backlog conditions. We can therefore reduce the complexity of this method by reducing the frequency of service rate updates.
After deriving an efficient way to compute the service rates, the performance of this scheme is analysed using a continuous time server system. Their results can also be related to a discrete time server system depending on the method used for virtual time computation.
Finally, some simulations were carried out on an ATM network simulator to compare the performance of GMQD and other rate-based fair queuing service disciplines. The simulations showed that both the cell delay and overload buffer has a much smaller variance in the GMQD scheduler than in the rate-based fair queuing schedulers, clearly showing the advantages of GMQD.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 11, the fair queuing service discipline will be introduced. In Section 111, we describe how the algorithm of GMQD is obtained. In Section IV, the performance of this service discipline is analysed. The increase in complexity for this scheme is discussed in Section V. Some simulations showing the advantages of the proposed scheme is shown in Section VI. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.
FAIR QUEUING SERVICE DISCIPLINES
In this section, we will consider the service disciplines based on fair queuing. In these service disciplines, each session is assigned a nominal service rate during call set-up, which is fixed for the entire connection lifetime. A timestamp is assigned to each received data packet, and packets are served in increasing timestamp order. Due to the fact that only one service rate is assigned to one session for its entire connection lifetime, a minimum throughput can be guaranteed for all sessions. This leads to fairness because any misbehaviour in the traffic sources of one session will not affect the server's service to other sessions.
Below is a general description of the algorithm for the fair queuing service discipline: Let us consider a queuing system at a link with the transmission speed C. Denote by K the set of sessions k connected to this output link, and @ k , k E K , the service rate allocated to session k. Therefore, a general algorithm for a fair queuing service discipline is defined as:
1) The irh packet p; of session k arriving at time U; is stamped with a virtual finishing time F;, which is determined as below and placed in the queue:
in which qk is the offered service rate of session k and L; is the length of the packet pk in bits. The packets of the queue are chosen for service in increasing order of the values of the associated virtual finishing times.
2) v(f), regarded as the system's virtual time at time t, is defined to be equal to the virtual finishing time of the packet receiving service at time t. The method used for predicting the virtual time of the system varies with different fair queuing service disciplines.
3) Once a busy period is over, i.e. the server is free or there are no more backlogs in the queues of all the connected sessions, the algorithm is reinitialised by setting both the virtual time v(t) and the packet count i to zero.
An important thing to note is that assigning a timestamp to a packet when it reaches the head of the queue of its session flow is cleaner and more efficient than the original method of assigning a timestamp to the packet when it is received [ 101. This technique is referred to as the flow timestamp in [lo], since only one timestamp is maintained per session flow. For consistency, the flow timestamp version of all service schemes will be used throughout this paper.
As mentioned before, the main difficulty of using the ratebased fair queuing service disciplines is the problem of determining a nominal service rate for a new session during its call set-up phase. In order to maintain a certain delay bound, the service rate chosen normally results in low bandwidth utilisation. On the other hand, multi-rate service mechanisms [ 111 have undergone relatively few investigations. In the next section, we will derive an efficient adaptive multi-rate scheme that can minimise the total queuing delays suffered by all the sessions connected to a common output link.
MINIMISING QUEUING DELAY
The rate-based fair queuing algorithm schedules packets according to each session's reserved service rate. In this section, we shall derive a multi-rate service discipline so as to minimise the total queuing delays suffered by all the sessions connected to a single output node based on the relative queuing delay tolerance of each session, i.e. to solve (1).
Dynamic Programming (DP), a particular approach to optimisation first introduced by Bellman [ 121 will be used to achieve the above objective. Basically, DP is a problem solving approach that allows us to break a single N dimensional problem into N single dimensional problems, which is usually easier to solve. A transition function and a recursive formula have to be formulated in order to achieve this disintegration process.
Due to space constraint, only a partial proof is presented. In addition, we have assumed that the readers have a basic knowledge of DP in our derivation of the proof.
To phrase the problem mathematically, we define the following variables as: $k service rate of krh session. Qk number of bits backlogged in the queue of the krh session mk relative queuing delay tolerance of k" session dk available service bandwidth at the kfh stage gk* return function at the kfh stage gk optimal total return over k stages.
where k = 1, 2, 3, ... , N.
The objective function, which needs to be solved is (l), repeated here for convenience. Note that the time variable, t, is not included here because we are solving for the optimal service rates for all the sessions at a particular point in time min *+a+...+- (6) is essential because the service rate of each session is used for the computation of the timestamp value as shown in (4). A zero service rate will result in an infinitely large timestamp value, causing that session never to receive any service. The second constraint is required since the total service rates can never exceed the transmission bandwidth of the output link.
The transition function of this DP solution is an equation that shows the amount of resources (bandwidth) available to one stage based on the amount of resources available and used up in its previous stage. In this case, it is where k = 2, 3, ..., N .
The recursive formula of this DP solution is an equation that relates the optimal total return of one stage with the optimal total return of its previous stage. In this case, it is (9)
Both the transition function and the recursive formula are used to simplify the obtained expressions in the subsequent derivation when we proceed from one stage to another.
A. First stage
First, we start by minimising the total queuing delay for the case where there is only one connected session to the output link. The optimal return function for the single session scenario is given as Since we are interested to minimise the queuing delay of only one session in the first stage, the obvious way is to give all the available bandwidth to that particular session in question. That is $I = A,.
B. Second stage
Next, we will attempt to minimise the total queuing delay for the case of two connected sessions.
According to Bellman's principle of optimality [12] , an optimal policy is made up of optimal sub-policies. Therefore, the optimal total return over two stages will be the minimum of the sum of return at the second stage and the optimal return at the first stage, which had already been obtained when solving (10). Hence, There are four things to note here. First, g 2 ($2) is the return function at the second stage, given by QZ/(R@~). Second, gl'(dl) is the optimal total return function for the first stage. Third, the service rate allocated to the first session will be the available bandwidth allocated to both sessions minus the service rate taken up by the second session, $1 = A, = d2 -$2. This is the transition function shown in (8). With this transition function, we can now reduce the two variable problems into a single variable problem, which is easier to solve. Finally, due to the first constraint (6), the range of values which $2 can take is bounded by 0 < 4 2 e d2. To minimise Gz* (&) equate its first order differential to zero.
Solving for I$z and after some simplification, we will have Note that when solving the above quadratic equation (13), the positive root for 4 2 is taken.
To ensure that the solution found is a minimum, the second order differential is taken, which is greater than 0 because 0 < $z < A2. Hence, the solution for 4 2 is a minimum.
Using the transition function, I$* = A, = & -@z, we can obtain a value for 4,. Substitute intofz* (&), (12), we will obtain the optimal total return function for 2 stages,
C. Third and later stages
Using the above procedure recursively, we can obtain the optimal service rates that minimise the total queuing delays for all the sessions. Due to space constraint, these will not be shown. From here, we can deduce that at the Mh stage, the optimal solution for the krh service rate is given by:
Note that (18) and (19) can be proved by mathematical induction.
Dividing the service rates for any two sessions, say k and 1, we will obtain the following expression: which is the same as (2), except for the time variable, t.
For the purpose of timestamp calculation, replace session 1 by an imaginary reference session. Next fix 0, 4 and Q(t) of this imaginary session at 1 for all times and we will have the simple equation which can be substituted into (4) for the timestamp calculation on of any rate-based service disciplines. in which Qk(t) is the number of bits backlogged in the buffer of session k during the calculation of the timestamp, which is done when packet p; reaches the head of the queue of its session. L; is the length of the packet currently being assigned the timestamp. For ATM networks, packet lengths are fixed at 53 bytes. We can therefore, replace LL by 1.0 giving IV. ANALYSIS In this section, we analyse the performance of a single node GMQD service discipline using a continuous time server system for sessions operating under leaky bucket constraints. 
A. Preliminary Definitions
First, let us consider the constraint imposed by leaky bucket. If At(% t ) is the amount of session k flow that leaves the leaky bucket and enters the network in time interval (T, t ] , then for every session k. In other words, we can say that session k conforms to (ob pb ck), or Ak -(ab pb ck).
Let there be N sessions, and assume that all the incoming traffic satisfy Ak -(ob pb Ck) for k = I , 2, ..., N . Further, assume that the system is empty before the time zero and that the server is work conserving, operating at a fix rate of C.
(18) @k = and the optimal total return at krh stage is given by Ak(Z,t)Imin((t-Z)Ck,"k + P k ( t -r ) } , ' d t 2 . r 2 0 (21)
where AN = C.
Let Sdr, f) be the amount of session k traffic served in the time interval ( 5 tl. Therefore, the session k backlog at time z In other words, after time, t 2 z, the session k will be sending at its maximum rate c k until all the tokens in the leaky bucket are used up. After that, the rate will be limited by the token arrival rate, pk.
Ak(z,t)=min{(f-z)Ck,"k+Pk(f-z)],vf > T > o (25)
In our derivation of the worst case delay and buffer, we will consider the case when every session is greedy starting at time zero, the beginning of a system busy period. The worst case performance of a single node system can then be derived by examining the dynamics of the above scenario. This has been proven in [2].
To further simplify our analysis, we will make the additional assumption that c k = 00 for all k. This implies that the links carrying traffic to the server have infinite capacity. This is the easiest to visualise, as we do not have to worry about the input links. In addition, it bounds the performance of the finite link speed case. With this assumption, the arrival constraint is modified to
for every session k. We can now say that session k conforms to (ok , pk) or Ak -( q , P k ) . To ensure stability, so that a system's busy period will not be infinity, we will include the additional condition that & P k c c. Finally, we will make the additional assumption that c& > 0 for all k.
(26)
B. Pe~ormance dSk(t)/dt is given by
For the GMQD scheme, the service rate of session k,
Therefore, from (22)
Integrating with respect to t and taking into account the initial conditions p z c. __ where t E[O, t*] and t' = z o / ( C -E p ) . Notice that (28) is actually a first order differential equation. For a N session scenario, we will have N such equations. By solving these N equations, we will be able to derive the performance of an N session GMQD system.
Unfortunately, we will unable to find a close-form solution for these N equations. Therefore, a solution using numerical means will be required, if we want implement a CAC based on the worst case performance of this system.
Depending on the method used for virtual time computation, the results derived can then be coyerted tp a discrete time server system. For example, the Dk and Qk of the packet-by-packet fair generalised processor sharing (PGPS) system [2] , can be obtained by adding Lkma'/C and Lk" to the respective Dk* and Qk* values obtained from the continuous time server system, where Lkma' is the maximum packet length for session k.
C. Fairness
The fairness of a scheduler implies that when a packet p arrives at the head of the queue of its session, it will exit the output channel within a time bound that is independent of the value of its timestamp or the timestamps of other sessions. Depending on the method of computing virtual time, different fair queuing service disciplines have different bounds for fairness.
On the other hand, the GMQD is an adaptive scheme that computes its timestamp based on its session backlog. The actual service rate for any session is therefore dependent on the backlogs of other sessions. Hence, strictly speaking, the GMQD is not fair.
Due to this "unfairness" of the GMQD, sources have a tendency to be greedy. This is the main reason why we require all our sources to be leaky bucket bound. With this assumption, a bound for this GMQD still exists. This is because the service rates for any two active sessions, say k and 1 will be bounded, as shown below, j=l i#k j t l j=1
Take for example, two active sessions, k and 1 using the Self-Clocked Fair Queuing (SCFQ) will have a fairness bound given in [6] as If all sources are leaky bucket bound, the service rates for any two active sessions will vary within the range given in (30) and (31). Therefore, GMQD used together with SCFQ for its virtual time computation will still have a fairness bound. Although, this bound will be worse than bound associated with the pure SCFQ.
In perspective, GMQD used together with any virtual time computation methods will lead to a deterioration of the fairness criterion, even when sources are leaky bucket bound.
V. ALGORITHM'S COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
In this section, we will discuss GMQD's computation complexity.
The complexity increase in timestamp computation for GMQD is due to the need to perform a square root Computation in order to obtain the instantaneous service rate of a session.
To find out the increase in computation complexity, we did a software implementation of the timestamp computation for rate-based fair queuing service discipline, (4) and GMQD, (20) . Results of our experiment done on a Intel Pentium I1 350 Mhz processor showed that the timestamp computation for the GMQD took 0 . 4 8 4~~ while that for a normal rate based fair queuing service discipline took 0 . 1 5 9~~. In addition, the time taken for a GMQD service rate computation took 0.433~s.
The above results showed that GMQD's timestamp computation took only around three times longer than the original fixed rates fair queuing service disciplines. Therefore, the increased in computational complexity is not very large. Hence, we believe that the emergence of faster processors will be able to cope with this small increase in computational complexity.
The original GMQD scheme assumes that the service rate is updated each time a head of queue packet requires a timestamp computation. However, this is not strictly required since the GMQD scheme is adaptive in nature. We can therefore, reduce the computational complexity of the GMQD scheme by decreasing the frequency of service rate updates. That is, the service rates for each session can be updated based on the backlog information obtained a few packets earlier. From the results obtained, a possible way of implementing GMQD will be to have a separate processor for the calculation of the service rates. Simulation results obtained by decreasing the frequency of service rate updates for ATM networks will be discussed in the next section.
VI. SMULATION RESULTS
We conducted several simulations to study the behaviour of the GMQD and rate-based fair queuing service discipline using the NIST ATM Network Simulator [13] . The ratebased fair queuing service discipline used is SCFQ [6, 71. For the purpose of comparison, we have also used SCFQ for virtual time computation of the GMQD scheme. A three session system is used in our simulation. For this simulation, the rate of the server, C is set at 155 Mbps. The traffic models used for the three sessions are Markov Modulated Bernoulli Process (MMBP). The mean traffic burst interval, ton and the mean interval between burst, tof is set at lms. The probability of transmission during ton interval is 0.5 for all three sessions. The average cell rate (ACR) for three sessions are set at 20, 40, 60 Mbps with respective peak cell rate (PCR) of 80, 160, 240 Mbps. The relative queuing delay tolerance o is set at 1 for all three sessions. Service rates for the SCFQ algorithm for the three sessions are set at their ACR values. VII. CONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed a generalised minimum queuing delay (GMQD) service discipline for ATM networks. This proposed scheme is similar to service disciplines based on fair queuing, but instead of using only a single service rate for each session throughout its entire connection lifetime, multiple service rates are used.
The main advantages of GMQD over fixed rate fair queuing service disciplines is as follows.
1) Total queuing delay for all the sessions are minimised based on each session's relative delay tolerance. This leads to a smaller delay variance and also indirectly results in a smaller variance for session backlogs.
2) Problem of determining a nominal service rate for a new session during call set-up phase no longer exist. This is because the GMQD scheme is adaptive in nature. Hence, it has the ability to find the optimal service rates for all sessions under various backlog conditions.
3) Small increased in timestamp computational complexity. As shown in Section V, the time taken to compute GMQD is only around 3 times 'longer than the original fixed rates fair queuing s e r v i c e disciplines. T h i s problem can be solved by either using faster processors or by decreasing the frequency of service rates update as described in Section V.
In the later part of this paper, the performance of GMQD is analysed using a continuous time server system. Finally, several simulations were carried out to compare the performance of GMQD with other rate-based fair queuing service disciplines. These simulations showed that both the cell delay and cell backlog conditions have better performance in the GMQD scheduler than in the rate-based fair queuing schedulers. However, GMQD's performance did deteriorate with a decrease in the frequency of service rate updates.
Finally, since GMQD is also a rate based scheme, hybrid systems involving fixed rates and multi-rates schemes can be implemented. This is required when there are sessions with very tight delay constraints, for example, the CBR QoS class for ATM networks. Table 2 Worst case cell backlog performances under different cell update and fixed rates conditions.
